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Abstract 34 

Visuomotor rotations are learned through a combination of explicit strategy and 35 

implicit recalibration. However, measuring the relative contribution of each remains a 36 

challenge and the possibility of multiple explicit and implicit components complicates the 37 

issue. Recent interest has focused on the possibility that eye movements reflect explicit 38 

strategy. Here we compared eye movements during adaptation to two accepted measures of 39 

explicit learning - verbal report and the exclusion test. We found that while reporting, all 40 

subjects showed a match between all three measures. However, when subjects did not report 41 

their intention, the eye movements of some subjects suggested less explicit adaptation than 42 

what was measured in an exclusion test. Interestingly, subjects whose eye movements did 43 

match their exclusion could be clustered into two subgroups: fully implicit learners showing 44 

no evidence of explicit adaptation and explicit learners with little implicit adaptation. Subjects 45 

showing a mix of both explicit and implicit adaptation were also those where eye movements 46 

showed less explicit adaptation than did exclusion. Thus, our results support the idea of 47 

multiple components of explicit learning as only part of the explicit learning is reflected in the 48 

eye movements. Individual subjects may use explicit components that are reflected in the eyes 49 

or those that are not or some mixture of the two. Analysis of reaction times suggests that the 50 

explicit components reflected in the eye-movements involve longer reaction times. This 51 

component, according to recent literature, may be related to mental rotation.  52 

Keywords:  visuomotor rotation, explicit learning, eye movement, motor control, motor 53 

learning, motor adaptation 54 

 55 

Significance Statement 56 

Visuomotor adaptation involves both explicit and implicit components: aware re- 57 

aiming and unaware error correction. Recent studies suggest that eye movements could be 58 

used to capture the explicit component, a method that would have significant advantages over 59 

other approaches. We show that eye movements capture only one component of explicit 60 

adaptation. This component scales with reaction time while the component unrelated to eye 61 

movements does not. Our finding has obvious practical implications for the use of eye 62 

movements as a proxy for explicit learning. However, our results also corroborate recent 63 

findings suggesting the existence of multiple explicit components, and, specifically, their 64 

decomposition into components correlated with reaction time and components that are not.   65 
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Introduction 66 

Visuomotor adaptation is commonly used to study human motor learning in health 67 

(e.g. Galea et al., 2015; Ghilardi et al., 2000; Haar et al., 2015a; Krakauer et al., 1999; Taylor 68 

and Ivry, 2013) and disease (e.g. Rabe et al., 2009; Wong et al., 2019). In a visuomotor 69 

rotation task, the visual representation of hand position is manipulated such that subjects must 70 

learn a new mapping of motor commands to apparent outcomes. Recent studies dissociated 71 

explicit and implicit processes in the visuomotor adaptation (e.g. Hegele and Heuer, 2010; 72 

Mazzoni and Krakauer, 2006; Taylor et al., 2014; Taylor and Ivry, 2011; Werner et al., 2015), 73 

where the sum of the two gives the total adaptation. 74 

One measure of implicit learning is to ask subjects to reach straight for the target 75 

without perturbation (or without any visual feedback) and measure the difference between the 76 

direction of reach and the target. We call this exclusion because the subject is being asked to 77 

“exclude” their explicit knowledge from their behavior. When measured after adaptation, this 78 

is called aftereffect. During adaptation, it is sometimes called a ‘catch trial’ (Werner et al., 79 

2015). Exclusion cannot be measured every trial since it presumes surrounding adaptation 80 

trials. In order to assess implicit and explicit learning throughout the adaptation process, 81 

Taylor et al. (2014) suggested simply asking subjects to report aiming direction before each 82 

movement by reporting which of the numbers displayed in a circle on the screen was in the 83 

direction the subject intended to move. Reporting has been a very productive experimental 84 

approach. However, the protocol has known limitations, e.g., reporting increases the length 85 

and variability of reaction time (RT) since subjects can start moving only after reporting.  86 

One alternative is to measure explicit learning using eye-movements: perhaps eye- 87 

movements can provide an objective measure of subjects’ intentions without needing special 88 

trials or direct questioning. During unperturbed reaching movements, the eyes were found to 89 

provide an unbiased estimate of hand position (Ariff et al., 2002). During visuomotor rotation 90 

there is an increase correlation between gaze and hand directions in early practice which 91 

gradually decreased thereafter (Rand and Rentsch, 2016). Indeed, a recent study found that 92 

gaze patterns during visuomotor adaptation were linked to explicit learning (de Brouwer et 93 

al., 2018). Interestingly, they noticed subjects whose eye-movements did not reflect 94 

adaptation while their aftereffects did indicate some explicit learning. This raises the 95 

possibility that some forms of explicit adaptation are captured by the eye-movements, while 96 

others are not.   97 

This possibility is in line with recent suggestions of multiple explicit strategies in 98 

human motor learning, even in a redundant visuomotor rotation task (McDougle and Taylor, 99 

2019). McDougle and Taylor showed that subjects in different conditions may use either 100 
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discrete response caching or parametric mental rotation as two different explicit strategies. 101 

Their results further suggest that RT can be used to dissociate these explicit strategies: mental 102 

rotation is a time-consuming computation and caching is a fast automatic process that does 103 

not require a long RT (Haith and Krakauer, 2018). Here, we explore the explicit components 104 

captured by eye-movements and their link to the explicit strategies captured by RT.   105 

In the first experiment of the current study, we measured subjects' eye-movements 106 

during visuomotor rotation with verbal reporting and without. Like in de Brouwer et al. 107 

(2018), our results demonstrate that, in verbal reporting, eye fixations before movement onset 108 

accurately predicts the reported aiming direction. Without reporting, eye fixation before 109 

movement onset correlates well with explicit learning measured by after effect. However, it 110 

does not account for the full explicit knowledge revealed by exclusion. This suggests that 111 

only a component of explicit learning is being captured by eye-movements when there is no 112 

verbal report.  113 

In a second experiment we explored the time course of the discrepancy between eye- 114 

movements and exclusion by introducing exclusion (catch) trials, during adaptation, in 115 

addition to testing for an after effect at the end of adaptation. For some subjects, measures of 116 

explicit learning from eye-movements matched those from exclusion. For other subjects, 117 

exclusion revealed more explicit knowledge than that found in the eye-movements. The first 118 

group divided into two subgroups: those using primarily explicit strategy and those with 119 

hardly any contribution from an explicit strategy. The second group, where exclusion showed 120 

more explicit knowledge than did the eye-movements, showed subjects with the full range of 121 

combinations of explicit and implicit learning. Further analysis of RT seems to indicate that 122 

the explicit knowledge reflected in the eye-movements may be the same mental rotation 123 

component identified by McDougle and Taylor (2019). 124 

  125 

Methods 126 

Participants. 114 right-handed subjects with normal or corrected-to-normal vision 127 

participated in the study: 44 subjects (31 female, aged 18-29) in the first experiment, and 70 128 

subjects (46 female, aged 18-31) in the second experiment. Of these, five subjects were 129 

excluded due to sparse eye movement data (4 from the first experiment and 1 from the 130 

second), and 3 subjects were excluded from the second experiment because they 131 

misunderstood the exclusion instructions (details below). All subjects signed an informed 132 

consent form which also asked for basic information about their relevant medical status. None 133 

of the subjects reported neurological or motor impairments. The experimental protocol was 134 

approved by the Human Subject Research committee of the University.  135 
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Apparatus. Participants were comfortably seated on a height-adjustable chair at a 136 

table with a digitizing Wacom Intuos Pro tablet with an active area of 311 x 216mm and a 137 

polling rate of 2154 Hz. A box was used to hide the subjects’ hand and the tablet as they 138 

faced a 19” vertical computer screen. Their eye-movements were recorded with an EyeLink 139 

1000 (SR Research) eye-tracking system, with sampling rate of 500Hz and the accuracy of 140 

approximately 0.5°. The participants rested their head on a stabilizing support which included 141 

braces for the chin and forehead. Calibration of the eye tracking system was done for each 142 

subject before the experiment. During the experiment, subjects made center-out, horizontal 143 

reaching movements on the surface of the tablet using a digital stylus. On the monitor, they 144 

saw a cursor and targets to move to (detailed in the next section). The cursor’s movements 145 

matched the movements of the tablet pen (except as detailed in the next section). The eye link 146 

system provides the location of the pupil, and timing and location of events including blinks, 147 

fixations and saccades. In the reporting group (first experiment), the number that subjects 148 

reported as their intended aiming direction was recorded and typed into an excel sheet (details 149 

below).  150 

Trial structure. We used three different trial types in our experiments. The general 151 

structure of these trial types is shown in Figure 1A. At the beginning of every trial, subjects 152 

moved a grey cursor to a white origin. The origin appeared in the center of the screen and 153 

corresponded to a hand position at the center of the tablet. After maintaining this position for 154 

1000 ms, a green target circle appeared at a distance of 8 cm on the screen, corresponding to a 155 

movement of 5.5 cm on the tablet (generally in the text, we will report distances on the screen 156 

and equivalent distances on the tablet will always be 0.6875 of screen distances). Visual 157 

landmarks also appeared surrounding the target. Targets could be in one of the 8 cardinal and 158 

intercardinal directions relative to the origin. The origin and the target sizes on the screen 159 

were 1 cm2 and 0.5 cm2 respectively. The order of targets was pseudo-random for each 160 

subject and between subjects such that a complete circuit of the targets was completed every 8 161 

movements. The cursor disappeared when the participant’s hand was further than 0.56 cm 162 

from the center of the origin. When the hand crossed the distance of 7.6 cm (95% of the target 163 

distance) from the origin, a red circle the same size as the original cursor appeared on the 164 

screen at the same distance as the target. This circle was presented in order to give subjects 165 

visual feedback about the cursor position at the end of the trial. The red circle that indicated 166 

the cursor location remained visible for 350, 700, or 1000 ms. Different presentation times 167 

were used in different groups and in different experiments (detailed below). After the red 168 

circle disappeared a white ring appeared centered at the origin with radius equal to the 169 

distance of the hand from the origin. This ring guided the hand back to the origin without 170 

providing information about its exact location. 171 
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The three different trial types were: veridical feedback trials where the red circle 172 

appearing at the end of each trial reflected the true location of the hand; rotation trials where 173 

the red circle appeared at a location that was rotated by 45° counterclockwise relative to the 174 

direction of hand movement; no visual feedback trials where no red circle appeared at all, nor 175 

did any other landmarks. In no visual feedback trials, subjects were instructed to aim straight 176 

towards the target. In all trials, subjects received auditory feedback to control movement 177 

speed: movements that reached a distance of 7.6 cm from the origin center within 500 ms 178 

were rewarded with a pleasant “ding” sound; otherwise, subjects heard an unpleasant “buzz” 179 

sound.  180 

Data collection. x and y coordinates of the hand trajectories were collected by the 181 

tablet and saved from the moment of target appearance until the hand reached a distance of 182 

7.6 cm from the origin. Eye movements were recorded continuously using the eye tracker. 183 

Eye-movement data was pre-processed to remove blinks (as recorded by the eye tracker 184 

software). In addition, eye movements were re-centered, to correct for drift over the 185 

experiment, by assuming that the eye is fixated on the origin during the 1000 ms before the 186 

hand movement begins. Re-centering was accomplished by accumulating eye position in this 187 

time window during the current trial, two preceding trial and two following trials, and taking 188 

the median position across the entire 5000 ms of data.  189 

Experiment 1 190 

Groups. This experiment had two groups of 22 subjects each: Report and No-Report. 191 

Each subject was assigned to one of two feedback times: 350ms or 700 ms, counterbalanced 192 

between the groups.  The feedback time showed no effect on task performance, learning, and 193 

eye movements in either of the groups, and thus data from both feedback times is combined 194 

throughout the paper.  195 

Procedure. Each trial presented one of the eight targets in cardinal and intercardinal 196 

directions (0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦, 180◦, 225◦, 270◦, 315◦) relative to the origin. For subjects in the 197 

Report group, 63 numbered landmarks spaced by 5.625° appeared on a circle with radius 8 198 

cm around the origin (the same distance from the origin as the target). Low numbers were 199 

nearer the target. Before each movement, subjects were instructed to say out loud the number 200 

towards which they were aiming in order to get the cursor to the target. For subjects in the 201 

No-Report group, hollow circles were presented instead of the numbered landmarks and they 202 

were not asked to report their intended aiming direction. Indeed, the No-Report group was not 203 

informed in any way that they might want to aim to a direction different than the target. The 204 

experimental sequence was the same for both groups. Each session was divided into 5 blocks: 205 

two baseline blocks (72 and 8 trials) consisting of veridical trials. The first baseline (veridical 206 
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feedback) block allowed subjects to get familiar with the reaching task and the second block 207 

was intended for subjects in the Report group to practice the report. For subjects in the No- 208 

Report group, there was no difference between these two blocks. In the third block, the 209 

rotation block (320 rotation trials), the cursor was rotated relative to the origin. Subjects in 210 

the Report group were required to report their aiming direction during this block. The fourth 211 

block was a no feedback block (40 trials), which consisted of no visual feedback trials. In the 212 

last block, a washout block (40 trials), subjects were presented with veridical feedback trials 213 

(Figure 1B). The percentage of successful trials was displayed at the end of each block.  A 214 

trial was considered successful if the red circle was within 5° of the target. Every 40 trials, the 215 

experimental program displayed a full-screen text message reminding subjects of the 216 

instructions. 217 

Experiment 2 218 

Procedure. Each trial presented one of the eight targets in secondary intercardinal 219 

directions (22.5◦, 67.5◦, 112.5◦, 157.5◦, 202.5◦, 247.5◦, 292.5◦, 337.5◦) relative to the origin. 220 

In this experiment, trial feedback was visible for 1,000 ms. 47 hollow circles spaced 7.5° 221 

apart appeared on the target circle as landmarks surrounding the target before each 222 

movement. The experiment was divided into 4 blocks: a baseline block with 72 veridical 223 

feedback trials, a rotation block with 320 rotation trials, a no feedback block with 40 no 224 

visual feedback trials, and the last block, a washout block with 40 veridical feedback trials. 225 

Subjects did 20 additional no visual feedback trials during the rotation block (Figure 1B). 226 

These were evenly spaced during the block in 5 mini-blocks of 4 trials each. Subjects were 227 

instructed at the beginning of the experiment that their goal is to hit the target with the cursor. 228 

All instructions that were given during the experiment were presented on the screen. After the 229 

first 2 trials of the rotation block, a message appeared on the screen asking the subject to pay 230 

attention to the error and to hit the target with the cursor. In addition, before and after each 231 

mini block of no visual feedback trials, a message appeared announcing the beginning and 232 

end of this block. In the beginning, the message instructed subjects to ignore their strategy 233 

and to hit the target. In the end, the message instructed them to go back to using their strategy.  234 

General Data analysis and statistics 235 

Hand movement analysis. The Hand-Target Difference was calculated as the 236 

difference between the target location and the hand position when the cursor reached a 237 

distance of 7.6 cm from the origin. Trials, in which the movement from the origin towards the 238 

target was not strictly increasing after the cursor passed a distance of 0.4 cm from the origin 239 

or trials in which movement was too slow, were excluded. In the first experiment, subjects 240 

were presented with text reminding them of the instructions every 40 trials. Trials 241 
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immediately following these reminders were discarded, since subjects often tested the degree 242 

of rotation by aiming directly to the target. Each movement RT was defined as the time 243 

between target appearance and the cursor reaching 7% of the target distance. 244 

Eye movement analysis. The eye movements before movement initiation followed a 245 

stereotypical pattern: during the baseline block, subjects fixated first on the origin and then on 246 

the target. During the rotation block, target fixation was often followed by eye movements 247 

that carried the gaze in the direction opposite to the rotation (Figure 2). We tested several 248 

measures of this latter gaze shift to see which best correlated with subjects’ reported aiming 249 

direction. All methods produced similar results and the choice of measure did not influence 250 

our findings. Thus, following previous results showing the eye leading upcoming hand 251 

movements with a similar constant lead (Ariff et al., 2002), we choose to use the last fixation 252 

before movement onset to characterize subjects’ intended aiming direction and called it the 253 

Explicit Eye. If eye fixation before movement onset was missing (due to a blink) or near the 254 

origin (closer than 4 cm) or beyond the target area (farther than 12 cm from the origin), then 255 

eye movements for that trial were discarded. Any subject for whom more than half of the 256 

rotation trials were discarded was excluded from further analysis (4 subjects in the No-Report 257 

group in the first experiment and 1 in the second experiment were excluded because too much 258 

eye data was discarded). We used the term Implicit Eye for the difference between the 259 

Explicit Eye and the Hand-Target Difference; it represents the estimated implicit adaptation 260 

derived using the eye movements (see Table1).  261 

Reporting analysis. Report trials (in the first experiment) were also characterized by 262 

the subject’s statement of their intended aim direction. The reported number was multiplied 263 

by 5.625° / landmark in order to convert it to an aiming angle. This was called the Explicit 264 

Report. The Implicit Report was calculated by subtracting the Explicit Report from the Hand- 265 

Target Difference. This is the difference between where subjects said they aim and where 266 

they moved their hand (see Table1).  267 

No visual feedback trials analysis. In the no visual feedback trials, subjects were 268 

instructed to aim directly towards the target. Thus, the difference between the hand and the 269 

target in these trials represents, by definition, residual implicit knowledge of the rotation not 270 

under the subject’s control. In the second experiment, there were 20 no visual feedback trials 271 

in mini-blocks during the rotation block as well as a no visual feedback block after the 272 

rotation block. The mini blocks trials and the first four trials of the no visual feedback block 273 

were named the Implicit No Visual Feedback. We excluded 3 subjects who later reported they 274 

didn't understand the instruction during those trials. 275 
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Statistics. Unless otherwise noted, reported values are mean and SEM. A non- 276 

parametric bootstrap with 10000 samples was used to generate the sampling distribution for 277 

group means. The 5th and 95th percentiles of the sampling distribution were used to determine 278 

the confidence intervals reported in the extended data. We forego reporting statistical 279 

significance as per the recommendations from Amrhein et al (2019). Calculations of 280 

traditional hypothesis tests and effect sizes can also be found in the extended data.  281 

The measures defined for each subject and each trial were the difference between the 282 

hand and the target (Hand-Target Difference), the last fixation before movement onset 283 

(Explicit Eye) and the RT. In the first experiment, the report group also has the reported angle 284 

of the aim direction (Explicit Report). For each measure, we smoothed the results by 285 

averaging over bins of eight sequential trials (one for each target). For each bin, trials that 286 

were more than two standard deviations from the mean of the bin were removed (in the first 287 

experiment 2.0% of the available Hand-Target Difference trials were outliers and 2.3% from 288 

the available Explicit Eye trials, in the second experiments 1.9% and 2.3% trials were 289 

removed, respectively). We then calculated the implicit measures for each trial by subtracting 290 

the corresponding explicit measures (Eye and Report) from the Hand-Target Difference to 291 

create the Implicit Eye and Implicit Report. In case of a missing values in an explicit measure 292 

(due to outliers, slow movements, blinking, missed report, or other reason), no implicit 293 

measure was calculated for that measure for that trial. For each measure, we used a parametric 294 

bootstrap to find the sampling distribution of the mean for each bin, resampling data from a 295 

normal distribution with the outlier corrected mean and standard deviation determined by the 296 

eight points in each bin for each measure (or fewer points where there were missing values). 297 

In the second experiment, we also measured Implicit Exclusion, the Hand-Target 298 

Difference during exclusion trials. We averaged over the four sequential trials of each mini- 299 

block to create a binned version of Implicit Exclusion, and again used a parametric bootstrap 300 

to find the sampling distribution of the mean of each bin, resampling data from a normal 301 

distribution with mean and standard deviation determined by the four points in each bin. 302 

Similarly, we also averaged the Hand-Target Difference, the Explicit Eye, and the Implicit 303 

Eye in the four trials preceding each Mini Exclusion Block. We used these to calculate the 304 

Explicit Exclusion by subtracting the binned Implicit Exclusion from the binned Hand-Target 305 

Difference before the Mini Exclusion Block (see Table1). We defined the Implicit Difference 306 

as the difference between the binned Implicit Eye before the Mini Exclusion Block and the 307 

Implicit Exclusion. Since, for some subjects, some bins were missing, we used PPCA 308 

(Tipping and Bishop, 1999) to fill in the missing values by projecting the data (6 bins per 309 

subject) onto the first five principal components (PCs) space and then back to the original 6 310 

dimensional space. 311 
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In the reaction time analysis, we binned the Hand-Target Difference and the Explicit 312 

Eye according to the RT. We divided the reaction time into windows of 25 ms from 0 ms to 313 

2000 ms and averaged over the Hand-Target Difference and the Explicit Eye of all trials with 314 

RT in the same window. The SEM for each window was calculated by dividing the standard 315 

deviation of each bin by the square root of the number of trials in this bin.  316 

In all learning curves we focused on three phases: the ‘initial rise’ was characterized 317 

by the 3rd bin in the rotation block (trial numbers 97-104; rotation trials 17-24); the ‘late 318 

early rise’ was characterized by the 10th bin in the rotation block (trial numbers 153-160; 319 

rotation trials 73-80), and the ‘end of adaptation’ was characterized by the last bin of the 320 

rotation block (trial numbers 393-400; rotation trials 313-320) .  321 

Clustering. In the second experiment, we clustered the subjects with fuzzy c-means 322 

(FCM) clustering. We tested clustering for two through six clusters. Following Haar et al. 323 

(2015b) we used the cluster validity index proposed by Zhang et al. (2008). This index uses a 324 

ratio between a variation measure in each cluster and a separation measure between the fuzzy 325 

clusters. The smaller the ratio, the better the clustering. Clustering was applied in two steps: 326 

the first on the 6 binned values of Implicit Difference; the second on the Explicit Eye during 327 

rotation trials: For each cluster found in the first step, perform additional clustering on the 328 

first 3 principal components from the 40 bins of rotation trials. 329 

 330 

Results 331 

We recorded eye movements that subjects made during hand reaching movements 332 

perturbed by a clockwise visuomotor rotation to study the relation between subjects’ gaze and 333 

explicit learning. In the first experiment, we developed and validated our Explicit Eye 334 

measure, and, in the second experiment, we explored the time course of the Explicit Eye 335 

measure and its relation to exclusion, a measure of implicit learning.  336 

Experiment 1 337 

The first experiment followed the protocol of Taylor et al., (2014) and compared a 338 

group adapting while reporting (R) with one that did not report (NR). Both groups showed an 339 

initial rapid rise in the Hand-Target Difference (Figure 3A&B). The initial rise was 32.9 ± 340 

6.2° and 24.7 ± 8.5° for the R and NR groups respectively. The differences between the 341 

groups in the initial rise was 8.2 ± 10.5°. After the initial rise, adaptation continues albeit 342 

more slowly. This slower rise continues until subjects have zero error. The report group 343 

plateaued after about 80 trials with mean Hand-Target Difference of 46.5 ± 2.8° at the late 344 

early rise. The NR group was slower to reach plateau and at the late early rise their mean 345 
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Hand-Target Difference was only 33.9 ± 5.4°. The difference between groups in this late early 346 

adaptation phase is 12.6 ± 6.1°. By the end of adaptation phase, the mean Hand-Target 347 

Difference is 45.8 ± 2.1° and 43.0 ± 2.7° in the R and NR groups respectively. 348 

Explicit Report and Explicit Eye in both groups rise quickly and fall off slowly, 349 

reflecting a slow but steady increase in implicit knowledge. Differences between groups in 350 

the Explicit Eye at the initial rise (difference of 15.8 ± 8.6°) and in the late early rise (19.5 ± 351 

6.0°) mirrors the difference in the Hand-Target Difference, reflecting the dominant role of 352 

explicit knowledge in initial learning across both groups. By the end of adaptation, the 353 

differences between the R and NR groups still exist (18.0 ± 4.8°).  354 

In the R group, Explicit Eye and Explicit Report match with an average difference 355 

of -0.02 ± 0.8°. This is true not only on average but also for each subject (Figure 3C). As a 356 

consequence, the corresponding implicit measures also match. The average difference is -0.3 357 

± 0.8°, and this is consistent with the aftereffect measure of the implicit: the difference 358 

between the after effects and the implicit components are 3.4 ± 3.0° (Figure 3D&E). This 359 

contrasts with the consistent lack of a match between Implicit Eye and aftereffect in the NR 360 

group (Figure 3F). For the NR group, the Implicit Eye measure suggested a much larger 361 

implicit component than revealed by the aftereffect, where the difference between the 362 

aftereffects and the Implicit Eye were 19.6 ± 4.5°. Nevertheless, the aftereffect and the 363 

Implicit Eye correlated in both groups, with Spearman correlations of 0.75 ± 0.09 and 0.67 ± 364 

0.11 for the R and NR groups respectively. This suggests the possibility of a shared 365 

component, despite the difference in average values. 366 

Experiment 2 367 

To explore the difference between eye movements and the aftereffect, we conducted a 368 

second experiment where we added exclusion trials during the rotation block. Those trials 369 

were no visual feedback trials in which we asked subjects to ignore their strategy and aim 370 

directly at the target. Since, by aiming at the target, they remove the expression of their 371 

explicit knowledge, the remaining Hand-Target Difference reflects only their implicit 372 

learning. Five mini-blocks of 4 exclusion trials were used during the rotation and these were 373 

combined with a virtual mini block of the first four exclusion trials of the aftereffect. This led 374 

to a total of 24 exclusion trials in six mini blocks for 4 trials each. 375 

Like in the NR group of the first experiment, the Hand-Target Difference initially 376 

rose quickly, and later continued to rise slowly (Figure 4A). In this experiment, on average, 377 

subjects did not reach full adaptation. Here, too, the Explicit Eye rises initially quickly. 378 

However, it did not decline as much as in the first experiment. The Implicit Eye also rose 379 

slowly, but less than in the first experiment. (This is a computational consequence of the 380 
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reduction in the Explicit Eye mentioned above. The Implicit Eye is simply the difference 381 

between Hand-Target Difference and Explicit Eye.) Replicating experiment 1, there was a 382 

gap between the Implicit Exclusion and the Implicit Eye. On average, the Hand-Target 383 

Difference showed an initial rise of 25.2 ± 3.7°. By the end of adaptation, the Hand-Target 384 

Difference reached 40.2 ± 2.2°. The Explicit Eye, on average, had an initial rise of 20.2 ± 3.1° 385 

and stabilize at this level until the end of the adaptation where it reached 23.3 ± 2.7°. The 386 

Implicit Exclusion was lower than the Implicit Eye with an average gap of 5.4 ± 1.3°. 387 

However, this gap was not consistent across subjects (Figure 4B). For some subjects, almost 388 

no gap existed while, for others, it was quite substantial.  389 

Additionally, subjects who did not show a gap between Implicit Eye and Implicit 390 

Exclusion seemed to be of two types. For some, gaze stayed on the target, reflecting an 391 

Explicit Eye adaptation of 0° (these subjects also had a very slow rise in Hand-Target 392 

Difference which reached no more than 30°). For others, gaze shifted to the hand-target early 393 

in adaptation, reflecting nearly full explicit knowledge (Figure 4C). Subjects in this latter 394 

group also had a very quick initial rise in the Hand-Target Difference. These results suggest 395 

extensive explicit adaptation in these subjects.  396 

Having noticed this pattern in the data, we clustered the subjects accordingly (Figure 397 

5). We used a two-step approach. In the first step, we clustered subjects using FCM according 398 

to the difference between the two measures of Implicit. The cluster validity index (Zhang et 399 

al., 2008) values suggested two clusters, As expected, for one cluster Implicit Eye and 400 

Implicit Exclusion matched, while for the other cluster Implicit Exclusion was greater than 401 

Implicit Eye. We called these the Matched-Implicit and No-Match clusters. In the second 402 

clustering step, we further clustered the Matched-Implicit cluster according to the Explicit 403 

Eye measured throughout the entire rotation block. We used PPCA to reduce the 404 

dimensionality of the data. We ran FCM clustering over the first three components which 405 

captured 93% of the overall variance. The cluster validity values again suggested two clusters. 406 

Applying the same clustering approach to the No-Match group did not reveal any evidence of 407 

clustering.  408 

The two-step clustering method found three clusters of subjects. Two of them are 409 

derived from the Matched-Implicit cluster of the first step, and, for them, the Explicit Eye 410 

faithfully reflects explicit knowledge. From those two, we called the one that had more 411 

explicit adaptation Match-High (n=21). The Hand-Target Difference of these subjects rose 412 

quickly to 31.8 ± 6.6° during the initial rise, and then to 45.4 ± 2.2° at the late early rise, and 413 

at the end of adaptation was 48.7 ± 2.4° (Figure 6A). This group of subjects counteract the 414 

rotation fully and quickly using an explicit strategy. This can be seen in the Explicit Eye 415 

which rose quickly to 31.0 ± 6.2°, later to 41.6 ± 2.7°, and by the end of adaptation was 416 
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slightly reduced to 38.8 ± 2.3° (Figure 6B). Their implicit learning, measured by Implicit Eye, 417 

was 10.6 ± 2.8° at the end of the rotation block (Figure 6C). For this group, Explicit Eye and 418 

Implicit Eye matched Explicit Exclusion and Implicit Exclusion (differences of 0.5 ± 1.1° and 419 

-0.3 ± 1.6°, respectively). 420 

In contrast, the other matching cluster had very little explicit adaptation. We called it 421 

Match-Low (n=17). For these subjects, the difference between Explicit Eye and Explicit 422 

Exclusion was also very small (-0.1 ± 1.9°), as was the case for Implicit Eye and Implicit 423 

Exclusion (-0.5 ± 2.4°). The lack of explicit strategy is reflected in the very low Explicit Eye 424 

which was 3.0 ± 4.2° in the initial rise, 5.8 ± 4.0° at the late early rise, and reached to 7.1 ± 425 

5.9° at the end of adaptation (Figure 6B). Since this cluster used no explicit strategy, they 426 

adapt to the rotation only implicitly, and thus have very slow adaptation (Figure 6A). The 427 

average Hand-Target Difference changed from 3.6 ± 5.6° at the initial rise to 12.7 ± 4.7° at 428 

the late early rise and reached 22.7 ± 4.3° at the end of the rotation block. Hence, the Match- 429 

High and Match-Low groups had very different Hand-Target Difference and Explicit Eye. 430 

The Implicit Eye of the Match-Low group reached 16.1 ± 6.5° by the end of the rotation 431 

block, 5.5 ± 7.1° higher than that of the Match-High group.  432 

The No-Match cluster (n=28; which was the second cluster in step 1) was 433 

characterized by a lack of correspondence between Implicit Eye and Implicit Exclusion 434 

(Figure 6C). Accordingly, this cluster adapts to the rotation using a mostly explicit strategy 435 

(Figure 6B). However, the Explicit Eye captures only part of the explicit learning measured 436 

with Explicit Exclusion. The difference between them, across subjects, is 13.5 ± 1.5° by the 437 

end of the rotation block. The fact that explicit adaptation does exist in these subjects is 438 

supported by the rapid rise of the Hand-Target Difference: 33.5 ± 5.0° in the initial rise, 39.8 439 

± 2.8° at the late early rise, and 44.5 ± 2.5° at the end of adaptation. This performance is 440 

similar to that of the Match-High group, with differences of -1.7 ± 8.2°, 5.6 ± 3.6° and 4.2 ± 441 

3.5° at the initial rise, late early rise and at the end of adaptation. In contrast, the Explicit Eye 442 

of this No-Match group was very different from that of the Match-High. It changed from 22.6 443 

± 4.1° in the initial rise to 24.1 ± 3.6° at the late early rise and to 21.5 ± 3.3° by the end of 444 

adaptation. Both measures of implicit of the No-Match cluster rose slowly; the Implicit Eye 445 

was much higher than Implicit Exclusion and the difference was 13.3 ± 1.7° by the end of the 446 

rotation block. 447 

Following previous studies that suggest that explicit learning requires longer RTs 448 

(e.g. Benson et al., 2011; Leow et al., 2017; McDougle and Taylor, 2019), we looked for 449 

differences in the RT between our different explicit learning groups (Figure 7A). The Match- 450 

High group showed the longest RTs. Their RTs decreased by 758 ± 370ms from initial 451 

adaptation to the end of adaptation, in line with the decrease in their Explicit Eye over the 452 
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adaptation period. The RTs of the Match-Low group, who had almost no explicit adaptation, 453 

were faster. Though the Explicit Eye of the Match-Low increased during adaptation, their 454 

RTs decreased by 450 ± 341ms. The RTs of the No-Match group started as fast as those of the 455 

Match-Low, and they grew quicker by 272 ± 228ms. Interestingly, the Match-High group had 456 

longer RTs in the baseline and the washout blocks as well. The RTs of this group were 457 

different from those of the Low-match and the No-Match by 249 ± 181ms and 404 ± 152ms, 458 

respectively. It appears that behavior in the clusters is different even before adaptation begins.  459 

Figure 7B and C show the relationship between RT and Hand-Target Difference and 460 

between RT and Explicit Eye. For RTs higher than 400ms, larger RTs were associated with 461 

larger Hand-Target Differences and with more Explicit Eye. This relationship saturated in the 462 

Match-Low group for RTs longer than 700ms. While the results are partially consistent with 463 

the hypothesis that Explicit Eye reflects aspects of explicit knowledge, we also expected that 464 

averaged RTs in the No-Match group would be closer to those of the Match-High than to 465 

those of the Match-Low. In fact, Figure 7A shows that the opposite is the case. For this group 466 

the Explicit Eye reflects only one component of explicit learning, the same one that is 467 

correlated to the RTs, while there is another explicit component which is not related to either 468 

eye movements or RT. 469 

 470 

Discussion 471 

In this study, we explored the extent to which explicit components of visuomotor 472 

adaptation are reflected in eye movements. We did this by comparing eye movements to two 473 

accepted measures of explicit learning – verbal report and the exclusion test. Our experiments 474 

showed that eye movements have a stable pattern: after target appearance the eyes saccade 475 

from the origin to the target, and then, before movement onset, the eyes saccade again in the 476 

direction towards which the subject will aim. We believe that these eye movements provide a 477 

measure of explicit adaptation (we called it Explicit Eye); however, this measure only reflects 478 

part of the explicit adaptation. Our first experiment showed that when subjects report their 479 

intended direction, Explicit Eye and the other two measures (verbal report and exclusion) all 480 

matched. In contrast, when subjects did not report, Explicit Eye only reflected part of the 481 

explicit adaptation as reflected in the exclusion. However, the two were correlated, and this 482 

suggests that Explicit Eye might be reflecting select components of the Explicit Exclusion. In 483 

our second experiment, we tried to explore more fully the time course of the separation of 484 

Explicit Eye from explicit shown by exclusion. We found that the two diverge early in 485 

adaptation. In analyzing the data of the second experiment, we found three groups of subjects. 486 

The first group adapted fully to the rotation and had eye movements consistent with 487 
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performance in exclusion trials (Match-High); the second group also adapted fully but had 488 

less Explicit Eye than would be expected from exclusion trials (No-Match); the third group 489 

only adapted partially and had eye movements consistent with lack of explicit adaptation in 490 

the exclusion trials (Match-Low). The learning curves of this last group were similar to those 491 

reported in paradigms were subjects had only implicit adaptation (Kim et al., 2019, 2018; 492 

Morehead et al., 2017).  493 

Smith et al. (2006) proposed a two-state model of motor adaptation that is still the 494 

most widely used model in the field. It has been nicely mapped onto explicit (fast) and 495 

implicit (slow) components of adaptation (McDougle et al., 2015). However, there have been 496 

suggestions that there are more than two states in the adaptation process and that there may be 497 

multiple explicit and implicit components, potentially with different time constants. Forano 498 

and Franklin (2019) showed that dual-adaptation can be best explained by models with two 499 

fast components, and McDougle and Taylor (2019) showed two explicit strategies in 500 

visuomotor rotation: caching and mental rotation. Presumably, in our study, the group for 501 

which Explicit Eye explained only part of the explicit learning (No-Match group) used 502 

multiple explicit strategies, while the group where measures of explicit learning matched used 503 

one (Match-High) or, perhaps, none (Match-Low). 504 

The question arises whether the components of the explicit adaptation that are 505 

reflected in Explicit Eye map to the explicit strategies identified by McDougle and Taylor 506 

(2019). In that study, the key difference in the strategies was that one strategy introduced a 507 

correlation between rotation and reaction time while the other did not. Consequently, we 508 

examined reaction times in the different groups. We found that the group with the single 509 

explicit strategy (captured by gaze; Match-High) had very long reaction times relative to the 510 

other groups. Interestingly, these subjects had longer reaction times in the baseline phase as 511 

well, suggesting that they were more carefully and explicitly controlled movers even during 512 

normal movement. The reaction times of the No-Match group were much lower. That is, the 513 

No-Match group achieved explicit adaptation comparable to the Match-High group, but their 514 

explicit adaptation required less preparation time. The Match-Low subjects, who only adapted 515 

implicitly, had the fastest reaction times. Taken together, we hypothesize that the explicit 516 

components reflected in Explicit Eye are the same components that drive longer reaction 517 

times. McDougle and Taylor (2019) identified this as the process of mental rotation and 518 

contrasted it with the low reaction time mechanism of caching.  519 

Links between intended direction of movement and eye movements have been 520 

foreshadowed (Rand and Rentsch, 2016; Rentsch and Rand, 2014) and demonstrated 521 

explicitly (de Brouwer et al., 2018). Our study supports these earlier findings, although there 522 

are some technical issues that deserve consideration. First, we followed the Rand and Rentsch 523 
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(2016) study in using only end-point feedback rather than continuous presentation of the 524 

cursor. This simplified the eye movements and allowed us to determine that the fixations 525 

immediately prior to movement initiation provided the most reliable estimate of explicit 526 

adaptation. The specific timing at which eye movements are considered has consequences. 527 

Our findings match those of de Brouwer et al. (2018) in that both studies find that eye 528 

movements reflect explicit adaptation. An important difference in the findings relates to the 529 

timing at which eye movements are considered. De Brouwer et al. evaluate the fixation 530 

closest to the rotation angle. Our data support the basic statistical logic that such a measure 531 

will tend to be biased. The last fixation before movement onset was a more stable measure 532 

and is consistent with earlier results on the specific timing with which eye movements predict 533 

hand movements (Ariff et al., 2002). This measure also allowed an unbiased quantification of 534 

explicit adaptation even in subjects with very little explicit adaptation: key for identifying the 535 

Match-Low group. This difference in the measures may be one reason why de Brouwer et al. 536 

(2018) did not identify the three different groups of subjects we find.  537 

Lastly, we note that each of our measures (report, eye, and exclusion) measured either explicit 538 

adaptation or implicit adaptation but not both. We then calculated the complementary 539 

adaptation by subtracting the measured component from the hand direction. Much influential 540 

research in the field takes this approach: it assumes that hand direction is the simple sum of an 541 

explicit and implicit component (e.g. Christou et al., 2016; Huberdeau et al., 2015; Leow et 542 

al., 2017; McDougle et al., 2015; Taylor et al., 2014). However, this assumption has been 543 

questioned, and various efforts to validate it have been put forward including the use of 544 

inclusion trials in combination with exclusion trials (e.g. Modchalingam et al., 2019; Neville 545 

and Cressman, 2018; Werner et al., 2015). Exclusion trials test for explicit knowledge by 546 

asking subjects to stop using what they know. Inclusion trials verify this ability to explicitly 547 

control behavior by asking subjects to go back to using what they know. Since, in most 548 

studies, inclusion trials show less adaptation than do the rotation trials that preceded them, it 549 

seems that the total behavior must involve some component that is more easily turned off than 550 

turned back on. This is in line with the claim in this paper that explicit knowledge may 551 

involve multiple components. We use inclusion trials to further explore this idea in Maresch 552 

and Donchin (2019). 553 

Conclusions  554 

This study provides replicates and extends earlier findings that eye movements reflect 555 

explicit strategy in visuomotor adaptation. It supports other reports demonstrating multiple 556 

explicit components in adaptation. It seems that some components of explicit adaptation are 557 

not reflected in the eye movements. The components reflected in the eye movements are 558 

correlated with reaction time and may include the component identified by McDougle and 559 
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Taylor (2019) as mental rotation. While eye movements may not be a perfect measure of 560 

explicit adaptation, they could be used to capture this component on a trial-by-trial basis 561 

without influencing the adaptation.    562 
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Legends 635 

Figure 1. Trial and Experiment design. (A) Basic trial structure. (I) Subjects performed reaching 636 
movements from the origin. (II) After one second, a target appeared, and (III) subject started reaching 637 
towards the target. (IV) On veridical trials, when reaching to target, a red circle appeared indicating 638 
the hand position. (V) After the feedback disappeared, a white ring appeared, which directed the 639 
hand back to the origin. (VI) In rotation trials, the red circle appeared rotated 45° counterclockwise. In 640 
the report condition, subjects were asked to report before initiating their hand movement. (VII) In no 641 
visual feedback trials, subjects received no feedback at the end of the movement.  (B) Experimental 642 
design. Top: First experiment. In the first and second Baseline Block, feedback was veridical. In the 643 
Rotation Block, the cursor was rotated by 45°. In the No Visual Feedback Block, the landmarks and 644 
cursor feedback were removed, and participants were instructed to aim directly to the target. In the 645 
Washout Block, conditions were similar to the first Baseline Block. In the Second Baseline Block and in 646 
the Rotation Block, participants in the R condition reported their aiming direction. Bottom: Second 647 
Experiment. Similar to the first experiment, however, without the second Baseline Block and without 648 
report sessions. In addition, five Mini Exclusion Blocks were spread throughout the Rotation Block. 649 

Figure 2. Eye movements pattern. (A) Fixations distributions during the phases of the trial prior to 650 
movement initiation, in rotation trials: the last fixation before target appears, the point of fixation 651 
400ms after, and the last fixation before movement initiation. Report group on top row and No- 652 
Report on bottom row. Numbers on the axis indicate distance in cm on the screen, 8 cm from the 653 
origin to the targets.   (B+C) Hand and eye trajectories of two individuals from the Report (B) and the 654 
No-Report (C) group. In the Baseline Block, the subjects first gazed towards the target and later made 655 
a reaching movement towards it. At the beginning of the Rotation Block, both subjects shifted their 656 
gaze toward the target and later toward the hand target, the reporting subject then reported a 657 
direction close to the hand-target, and both subjects moved their hand toward the hand-target. By 658 
the end of the rotation, the subjects also shifted their gaze first to the target, then toward the side 659 
opposite of the rotation. However, this secondary shift was smaller than the hand target angle for the 660 
reporter and even smaller for the non-reporter. The reporter also reported a smaller angle. Both kept 661 
moving their hand to the hand-target direction.  662 

Figure 3. Experiment 1. (A) Learning curves of the Report group. (B) Learning curves of the No-Report 663 
group. (C) Subjects’ differences between the Explicit Report and the Explicit Eye. Each dot is the 664 
averaged difference between the Explicit Report and the Explicit Eye during the Rotation Block, and 665 
each line shows the SEM of this difference. Dashed grey lines show a 5° region of equivalence. (D) The 666 
relation between the after effect and the Implicit Report at the end of adaptation in the Report group. 667 
(E) The relation between the after effect and the Implicit Eye at the end of adaptation in the Report 668 
group. (F) The relation between the after effect and the Implicit Eye at the end of adaptation in the 669 
No-Report group. (D-F) Dots denote individual subjects, identity line in black. 670 

Figure 4. Experiment 2. (A) Averaged learning curves across the entire group. Error bars in the Implicit 671 
Exclusion and the shaded area represent the SEM. (B) Distribution of the differences between the two 672 
implicit measures. (C) Distribution of the Explicit Eye. 673 

Figure 5. Experiment 2: Clustering steps. (A-C) Clustering step 1. Blue lines are subjects who belong to 674 
the cluster in which the implicit measures match and red lines are those who belong to the cluster in 675 
which the implicit measures don’t match: (A) The difference between the two implicit measures for 676 
the six Mini Blocks of exclusion. Each line depicts an individual subject. (B) Histogram of the weighted 677 
averaged Implicit Difference. (C) Explicit Eye for all subjects. (D-F) Clustering step 2. (D) 3 principal 678 
components, on which the data is clustered, are shown. (E) The 1st and the 2nd PCs. Dots represent 679 
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individual subject. Light blue are subjects with high Explicit Eye and dark blue are subject with low 680 
Explicit Eye. (F) Histogram of the probability of subjects to belong to the High Explicit Eye cluster. 681 

Figure 6. Experiment 2: Learning curves per cluster. (A) Hand Target Difference for the Match-Low, 682 
Match-High and No-Match clusters. (B) Explicit Eye (lines) and Explicit Exclusion (circles) for the three 683 
clusters. (C) Implicit Eye (lines) and Implicit Exclusion (circles) for the three clusters. Error bars around 684 
the Implicit Exclusion and the shaded area represent the SEM. 685 

Figure 7. Experiment 2: Reaction times. (A) Averaged reaction time for each cluster. The shaded area 686 
represents the SEM. (B) Cluster means of Hand Target Differences and (C) cluster means of Explicit 687 
Eye as a function of RT (binned in 25ms bins). Each dot is a bin and error bars represent SEM of each 688 
bin. 689 

Table 1. Glossary. 690 

 691 

Tables 692 
Table 1: Glossary 693 

Hand Target Difference Angular difference between the target and the hand at the end of the reaching 
Explicit Report Reported direction of movement 
Implicit Report Hand Target Difference minus Explicit Report  
Explicit Eye The angle between the target and the last fixation before movement onset 
Implicit Eye Hand Target Difference minus Explicit Eye 
Implicit Exclusion The Hand Target Difference during exclusion trials 
Explicit Exclusion Hand Target Difference before Catch Trials minus Implicit Exclusion 
 694 
















